Week 10 Term 2  W / E — 26TH JUNE

Well here we are at the end of another term! How quickly the weeks are flying by. The continued rain has been lovely, the ground is well and truly soaked and the students have been very responsible about keeping shoes clean and mud out of our classroom.

I have really enjoyed our recent report/goal meetings and seeing what the children have achieved in such a short time and the sense of pride for that achievement. I am looking forward to reviewing these again mid Term 3.

This last week of school has been a busy one. The year 5/6 students have had some amazing adventures and I certainly had my eyes peeled on the live stream from the Australian War Memorial to make out some of our students. I certainly look forward to hearing some reports over the holidays.

In the classroom we have had some fun with Little Red Riding Hood and other fairy-tales while continuing our other regular learning.

Among the adults, I have really been noticing all the things, big and small, that we do for each other. I feel privileged to be part of such a fantastic team. Everything you do helps to make it even better, thank you. I hope everyone has a wonderful break and is able to have some much earned family time.

Susan Shiner

NAIDOC DAY
NAIDOC Day is celebrated during our school holidays. There are various activities taking place in Broken Hill throughout the 2 weeks. We will celebrate this day on Wednesday, 15th July. Don and Anita (Tibooburra Aboriginal Lands Council) will be joining us for some story telling, art and music. They will also be providing a healthy lunch for this day.

SOTA SPORTS DAY
This will be in Week 3 (Education week), beginning on Monday 27th with practice day at SOTA, Tuesday will be the actual day of the sports carnival. I am looking at some activities for Wednesday morning and will let you know more as these are confirmed.

HOMEWORK
Homework is due to be brought in on Fridays. We have all worked to develop the homework policy so I know you support it. We need to also support our students in developing a homework routine and being responsible for it being completed regularly. If you would like some ideas to help make this easier I am happy to discuss them with you.